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Confidence Matters: Do Workers Have What
it Takes When it Comes to Jobs and Money?
There’s no question you need confidence to succeed at work. But a Robert Half survey shows some 
gaps when it comes to how self-assured people feel, particularly when it comes to talking about salary. 
Would you rather get a root canal or ask for a raise? Speak in public or negotiate a better salary offer? 
Read on to see what U.S. workers really think about talking money with the boss … 

For salary data on more than 700 professional roles, visit www.roberthalf.com/salary-guides
  
Survey of more than 1,000 U.S. adults 18+ working full-time in professional environments © 2015 Robert Half International Inc. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/Disability/Vet. 1.800.803.8367

  Do they know the “going rate” for jobs
like theirs? 59% of professionals have
checked their salary against market rates
based on third-party research within the
last year. 20% have done so in the last
month. 27% of workers surveyed admitted
they had never done this research. 

• Male workers in the 18-34 age group, 
 living in the West, are most likely to
 have checked within the last 30 days.

   What if you asked for a raise and didn't get it?
• 30% of workers would wait for their next 
   performance review. 
• 24% would ask for something else (e.g., perks). 
• 19% would look for new job. Who said what:

• More workers
 with a university
 degree would
 ask for some-
 thing else
 (e.g., perks)

• More men
 than women
 would look
 for a new job
 if they didn’t
 get a raise.

• More workers in
 the Northeast
 would look
 for a new job
 compared to any
 other region 

People are confident about
their job prospects (65%)

and the stability of their
employer. (80%)

They overwhelmingly
think they deserve a
raise (89%) at work.

Just over half
plan to ask 
for one in

2015. (54%)

A N D B U T

   Perhaps the fear of public speaking is 
not as daunting as we thought … More 
workers say they are confident about 
speaking in public (66%) than
negotiating salary at a new
job (61%) or asking for
a raise (56%)

People would rather do some interesting things 
than ask for a raise at work:

• More 18-34 year olds would rather get a root canal 
 compared to any other age group

• More men than women would rather look for a 
 new job instead of ask for a raise.

• More workers in the South would rather ask for a
 raise than any of these tasks

• The more years of experience workers have, the
 more willing they are to ask for a raise than do any
 of these tasks

Clean the house (32%)

Look for a new job (13%)

Get a root canal (7%)        or

Be audited by the IRS (6%)

Well, I could ask for 
this raise or go get that
root canal...hmm....


